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June 14, 2012 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay everyone, I think we're ready! 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Hi everyone! Hope all of you are having a great Thursday. 

 

Comment from Abby:  
Hi Dr Miranda 

 

Comment from Texas Gal:  
I just want to wish Dr M the best!!! And thank you for ALL your work! We are going to miss 

you big time!!♥♥ please keep in touch with EN/CN 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Thanks Texas gal! 

 

Comment from katiesmom:  
Hi Dr. Mirangler - thanks for visiting with us today!!! 

 

Comment from Mandi, PA:  
Good morning Dr. M! Love your owl picture! 

 

Comment from Randy @ Wildlife Center:  
HURRAH!!! 

 

Comment from Lora in FL:  
Hi Dr. Mirangler! 

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:  
Hi Dr. M!! 

 

Comment from SET IN SC:  
Y0U ARE A JEWEL ! 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  
Hi Dr. Miranda! So happy you could join us thoday!! 

 

Critter Cam Chat 

Special Guests:  

Dr. Miranda 
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Comment from izzy2cool4u:  
Please put on hold for the amazing Dr. Miranda! Dr. Miranda first and foremost thank you so 

much for being here and for everything you've done at WCV to heal and tend to the needs 

of injured wildlife. I was wondering in your time at the center if there was one patient 

success that stood out to you as being particularly rewarding what would it be and why? 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I have felt so good about so many patients at the center, but there are a few that stand out. Both 

of the Golden Eagles (the one this year with the radius fracture and one last year with a 

toe amputation) are a couple of favorites, as well as a Black rat snake who had eaten a 

wooden egg which I removed on my second day at the WCV. The recent Peregrine falcon 

that had the metacarpal fractures is another one as is my avatar Barred owl. So many! 

 

 
 

Dr. Mirangler:  
There is the wooden egg now! 

 

 
Dr. Miranda's first WCV surgery 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There's Dr. Miranda! 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Reptiles take a REALLY long time to wake up from anesthesia sometimes 
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Comment from Janet:  
Dr. Miranda - During your 2 years with WCV, is there anything you would have done 

differently? 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I think I would have taken some time to enjoy the days more. It is hard to stop and take a step 

back and realize what an amazing job I have when the days are getting crazy and it seems 

that everything is going wrong. I love working with these weird and wonderful creatures 

(both the animals and the humans around the WCV). 

 

Comment from Arlene:  
Dr. Miranda - What surprised you the most while at WCV? 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
How resilient our wildlife is. I am always amazed at what injuries they live through and then 

recover from. Especially turtles. They are truly fantastic and incredible healers. 

 

 

 
Happy World Turtle Day! 

 

Comment from caleb:  
Question for Dr. Miranda: Our 19 special needs kids would like to thank Dr. Miranda for all her 

hard work in saving critters, and would like to ask which piece of surgical/medical 

equipment did Dr. Miranda find MOST useful in all her surgeries on RAPTORS. Thanks 

for brightening our days by sharing your time with us! 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Surgical drills. It makes the surgery so quick and therefore there is less anesthetic time for the 

patient and it decreases the risk of anesthetic death, which of course makes me happy. 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
We had two different kinds- an air drill and a pneumatic drill. Unfortunately our air drill has died 

on us, which is tragic because it was so nice for the tiny bones of Eastern screech owls, 

American kestrels, and Sharp-shinned hawks. 
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Comment from Amber in Texas:  
Hi Amanda ...this question is for Dr Miranda. Tell us about the very first time you had to catch 

up a raptor and how that went being your first time. Thank you.....gonna miss you ! 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
The first time I caught a raptor was actually in vet school when I did a summer externship at a 

wildlife rehab center in New Mexico. Raptor handling is different at each place you go, 

and this particular facility used bare hands and the occasional towel. 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
So needless to say, I was pretty nervous catching up a Mississippi Kite. It got better and when I 

went to my internship in Canada, they used gloves and then I was fearless in catching 

raptors because I didn’t have these mental images of me losing my hands every time I 

handled a bird.  

 

Comment from MH in SC:   
Question for Dr. Miranda....After your residency at UCDavis, do you have thoughts of 

continuing in Wildlife Conservation or moving on towards private practice at Vet Clinic? 

How long is your residency?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
As of now, my goals for after my residency (which is 3 years) is to go to a university that has a 

vet school and teach vet students about exotic animal medicine. I love wildlife and hope 

that I never am in a position where I have to give that up.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Miranda, how did you end up choosing that UC Davis residency? I heard that there are 

MANY applicants for just a few residencies ... you must be very good.  

 

Comment from dj:   
Dr. M -- we'll all miss you more than you can imagine :( -- What will you be doing at your new 

job?  

 

Comment from tinksmom/MO:   
Dr. Miranda, What kind of work will you be doing at UC Davis?  

 

Comment from Chris in Cato:   
Dr. Miranda, so sad to see you leave! Good luck in your future endeavors and try to pop in here 

once in a while! Will you be working with wildlife in your next job or domestic animals?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Oh Amanda! Yes, these residencies are very competitive; I think there were about 70 applicants 

for mine. I chose this particular program (which is also the only program I applied to- 

talk about putting all of your eggs in one basket!) because it had everything that I wanted- 

wildlife, zoo animals, as well as pet exotics. I wanted to get back into pet exotics because 

I missed the clients so much.  
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Dr. Mirangler:  
The human-animal bond, no matter what the animal, is so wonderful and I love to be a part of it.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
In the residency program, I will be taught by exotic animal specialists (including one who deals 

only with fish!) and won't be working with any dogs and cats. Exotic pets include parrots, 

rabbits, rodents, amphibians, reptiles, and the like.  

 

Comment from moms43 in PA:   
Dr. Miranda ... did you have written testing or verbal testing for your new position?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Hahaha, only if you consider an hour long interview with a bunch of big name specialists verbal 

testing!  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I also had to get licensed to practice medicine in California, which is much more difficult than in 

most states. I had to take an exam which tested my knowledge about dogs, cats, food 

animals, and horses. Keep in mind that I havne't worked with any of these species in 

three years...I did a lot of studying.  

 

Comment from SB in NC:   
Who is your puffy avatar?  

 

Comment from Nadine - UP, WA:   
Which owl is your avatar?  

 

 
 

Dr. Mirangler:  
It is a young Barred owl from 2011. An angry owl...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-dr-miranda-sadar/  

 

 

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-dr-miranda-sadar/
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Comment from pbk:   
Dr. Miranda, you look so good at catching the raptors, have you ever seen the pictures of you 

catching them?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
After her very first "Mirangler catch" last summer, I seem to remember flashing through a couple 

of crazy screen caps while listening to that theme song from "the Matrix" ... I made her 

watch too.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I am so glad that you all don't see me on all of my days catching raptors, because I often look 

very silly. Especially with very talented small birds, like Cooper's hawks.  

 

Comment from Judie - MA:   
Hi Dr M! Do you have a favorite species that you prefer to work with?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I really, REALLY, love Barn owls. I was very sad to leave the west because there aren't as many 

Barn owls here and up until last week or so, I haven't seen one here yet.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Then we had a fledgling present, and it makes me so happy. :)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/06/barn-owl-strikes-silo/  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
The demon scream and foot dusting is something to look up on YouTube if you don't know what 

they sound like.  

 

Comment from Randy @ Wildlife Center:   
I transported that Barn Owl for you, Dr. Miranda  

 

Comment from jakermo:   
Oh, the owl story is incredible!!  

 

Comment from dj:   
Dr. M - what was your initial impression of the EN/CN? {be kind, please}  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I must admit that I was slightly overwhelmed and then after the first catch, I was a bit nervous 

about my picture being out on the internet as well as being in a "matrix" movie.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
And since then I have cried at the kindness of all of you and can't believe all of the wonderful 

things that you have done to help us with our mission statement of teaching the world.  

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/06/barn-owl-strikes-silo/
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Comment from Cathy from Central IL:   
DR. MIRANDA, for someone who has only been on here a time or two, we're really going to 

miss you. I remember so well the first time we watched last year as you caught up one of 

the rock stars, and Dr. Mirangler was born! One of the viewers commented that you must 

have eaten your Wheaties. Amanda asked you what you have for breakfast and Bruno's 

Nippy Pepper stock went up immediately! LOL! We watched you release NZ and looked 

at the photo of your beautiful smile dozens of times, wishing we could be you, just for a 

day. You have endeared yourself to us a hundred times over, and we're going to miss you 

so much! I know you'll have the same effect on everyone in CA. Good luck to you!  

 

Comment from MH in SC:   
Who started your nickname? It's great and so appropriate...  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
All of you out there! I am not sure who can claim all of the glory, but it is definitely not 

something that I would be witty enough to come up with.  

 

Comment from Shell ~ Pa:   
This is for Dr Miranda I would like to know how they remove the different animals eye when 

they need to be removed  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Great question- to start, for most wildlife who I want to be released, I do not take out eyes. For 

prey species, it would make them a free and easy meal after all of my hard work. For 

predators, I may be dooming them to a life of starvation if they use sight as their primary 

hunting sense.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
With that said, there are a few species where we can remove eyes. First off, as I am sure you all 

remember, we had the black bear cub. For that surgery, we did an enucleation, which is 

where you take out the entire eyeball.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Another case, which if you all remember from the last chat, is with owls. Owls don't use vision 

as their primary hunting sense, they use hearing. So, if we take out an eye and leave them 

an eye, they can do okay (after specific testing). The surgery that we perform on them is 

an evisceration, which is different from enucleation because we don't take out the entire 

eye.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
If you look at my avatar, you can see the facial disc of this owl. It is the line of dark feathers 

around the face. The eyeball is so big in an owl that it helps create a portion of the shape. 

This is where their ears are and therefore very important for hunting. If I took out the 

entire eye, that side of the face would collapse and the ear would be affected.  
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Dr. Mirangler:  
No facial disc = improper hearing and a bird who can't hunt to find food.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
So instead, we just take out the gooey parts of the eye and leave the remainder of it intact. The 

gooey parts are usually what is damaged (retina, lens, iris).  

 

 

 

Comment from Pam from KY:   
First, I, along with a whole slew of folks are really going to miss you! Second, the screech owl 

that you removed the eye was my adopted Special Needs Critter. Cried when he/she was 

released. Thank you from both of us :)  

 

Comment from Mandi, PA:   
For Dr. Miranda: Let me start by saying that we are all going to miss you when you are no longer 

at the WCV :o( Best of luck to you! There have been numerous cases lately with enlarged 

spleens. What causes an enlarged spleen and are there any treatments? Are there risks of 

releasing an animal with an enlarged spleen? Thanks!  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
There are many things that cause a spleen to be enlarged in a bird. In the bird vet community we 

joke that it should be a characteristic of any disease because it is so common. One thing it 

can be caused by is infection, which would be dangerous for release because we want our 

patients to be in tip top shape before going back out into the world.  

 

Comment from lma:   
Please explain more about the need for [the Chesapeake eaglet's] surgery, do the fused bones 

prevent flying or cause some other problem?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
It can do both. I have had birds who were still able to fly with their fusion and some who 

couldn't. If you move your wrist back and forth, that movement is called pronation and 

supination.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
When the radius and ulna fuse together, pronation and supination are decreased (or not possible 

at all). This usually is what makes it difficult for them to fly. Also, when the bone fuses, 

it can trap nerves and tendons which then also can cause problems.  

 

Comment from jn:   
Amanda/Dr. Miranda: The eaglet that needs surgery due to its synostosis ... would it be possible 

to inject body fat from another eagle there at the Center (who who might have some 

excess fat to spare) since this little one doesn't yet?  

 

Comment from Robin (NY,NY):   
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The fat donation discussion, with everyone looking to get a bit of free liposuction ;-), raises an 

interesting question. Do eagles and other birds have specific immune markers that make 

donations between birds unlikely to work, like humans have reactions to donated organs 

that don't match their markers. And do birds have blood types like humans that have to be 

matched?  

 

 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Another great question- the only time I have mixed anything between birds has been with blood. 

Birds do not have blood types like many mammals do so you can give blood fairly easily 

between one another. You can even give blood from one species to another species (ex: 

Great horned owl to a Red tailed hawk).  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
With that said, the blood doesn't last very long when you do that and it is more effective to get it 

from the same species. With the fat, I would be worried that it would cause an 

inflammatory response which could then complicate my surgical site and potentially 

cause more problems.  

 

Comment from Caleb:   
Dr. Miranda, our 19 special needs kids would like to know what was your most difficult surgery 

on a RAPTOR?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
The peregrine falcon who was just released, definitely. I am sure all of you knew that I aborted 

the surgery the first time- it was my first time surgically repairing a metacarpal bone.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/06/peregrine-falcon-release/  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
That particular place is a dangerous one to work in because there is only one artery which 

supplies blood to the end of the wing- you hit it during surgery, you lose blood supply to 

the wing, and then it dies.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
So, I was very nervous. I had two pins placed and then there was so much swelling around the 

surgical site that I had trouble determining where I was. I attempted to place a pin twice 

and it didn't work. So, I pulled all of the pins and aborted so that I could wait for the 

swelling to go down before trying again. The next surgery went much better and was 

(thankfully) successful.  

 

Comment from Abby:   
For dr Miranda what will you miss most about WCV  

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/06/peregrine-falcon-release/
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Comment from Judie VB:   
Hi Dr. Miranda, What will you miss most about WCV besides the obvious - our sweet Amanda? 

And thank you for everything you have done to care for our beloved wildlife here in 

Virginia.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Awww, Judie ...  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
As you stated Judie, besides the obvious of my sister Amanda, I will also miss all of the other 

people here.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
But not as much as me.  

 

Comment from Shaunna:   
Amanda, ya nut:)  

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:   
:) Amanda!  

 

Comment from jakermo:   
AWWWW, sniff, sniff, you guys are so sweet! (tie her up Amanda!)  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
From a patient standpoint, I am sad to be leaving all of my patients who are currently in the 

hospital. I can get rather possessive about my cases and I like to take care of them until 

the end, which I am not going to be able to do with many of them. It makes me even 

more sad to be leaving.  

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:   
HAHA jakermo!!!  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
You and Dr. M will have to get back together frequently, Amanda. Then you can bring her back 

on the cam to let us greet her also. :)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Miranda has that "achiever" personality ...  

 

Comment from bj in UT:   
Everyone loves a BRAT, Amanda ♥♥♥ Dr. Miranda... you have given us so much information 

and joy and laughter. I wish you happiness and success wherever you go ♥♥♥  

 

Comment from jakermo:   
Dr M, if you don't get to operate on the eaglet before you leave, who do you think will??  
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Dr. Mirangler:  
Well, either Dr. Rich, the new fellow, or Dr. Dana, the new intern. They both have a great deal of 

experience.  

 

Comment from Carol in OPFL:   
Dr. M - What advice would you give to the person taking you place?  

 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
For your sanity, don't take your work home with you. There are many nights when all I do is 

think about the animals here. My life is the Wildlife Center. Dr. Rich, unlike me, has a 

son and a wife that will deserve some of his attention, so I think it will go over well with 

him.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
They've got three days of overlap ... I keep thinking maybe she'll download all of her thoughts 

onto a thumb drive and can somehow insert directly into Dr. Rich's brain ... instant 

transfer of all the info Dr. Miranda knows about current patients and the Wildlife Center 

and all that stuff ...  

 

Comment from Jb Maberry:   
That achiever personality, is one of the many qualities that makes her a great for her patients  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
Dr. Miranda: Please tell us your favorite experience/story from working at WCV.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooooooh, I know I know ...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I think maybe people have seen a photo of that moment ...  

 

Comment from bj in UT:   

RELEASING NZ :o)  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Oh, this is so cheesy and no one will be surprised. It was releasing NZ. I had wanted to attend the 

release when it was announced and it was up in the air on whether I would be able to 

leave the clinic for the day to go. I was so happy when I was able to drive them there with 

Brooksie and when we arrived I was told I would be releasing NZ. I nearly fainted with 

excitement.  

 

Comment from Evelynkc-Cape Cod:   
Hello Dr. Miranda. Thanks for being here today. Whenever I think or hear about you I remember 

the smile on your face while releasing one of the eaglets  
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Dr. Mirangler:  
And I got such a rush seeing everyone there and everyone was so happy and she flew 

beautifully...such a great day.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
And I get to re-live it every day because of a wonderful gift from Jim Deal.  

 

Comment from Louise from Nor Cal:   
Dr. M., your smile is truly a mirror to your soul - beautiful! An early welcome to California and 

to a terrific location and school. Will miss you @ WVC, but so happy that you are only a 

couple of hours away, rather than an all day plane and bus ride. 8-)  

 

Comment from Barbara:   
Dr. Miranda, you have the most beautiful smile! I never think of you without imagining that 

happy/joyful face. We will miss you, but please know that you carry all of us with you 

(thankfully in your heart and not your luggage, LOL) and we wish only the very best for 

you. I will miss reading about all your successes, but I will miss that beatific smile, too.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Come and see me at UC Davis Louise! :)  

 

Comment from Anita from Ohio:   
Dr Miranda, I seem to remember that you have your own personal house pets. Will they be 

traveling to CA with you?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Yes they will. I have three Russian tortoises and an ancient, 20 year old cat. Mercutio, Leopold, 

and Antigone are my torties and Miss Kitty is my kitty.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
They are all wonderful travelers (thank goodness!).  

 

Comment from julia phx az:   
Will you show your face before you leave and say GB to us?  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Yeah of course! I am sure I will be on the cams working with the birds before I leave. I could 

bring Dr. Rich on and introduce him to everyone too. :)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooooooooh!  

 

Comment from sandy from oh:   
Is the fact you’re not real tall--i am 5-10, make you intimidated by trying to catch the flying 

birds?  
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Dr. Mirangler:  
Hahahaha, I am actually 5' 10" as well! But sometimes it can be intimating anyway because, 

being tall, I have a lot of leg exposed to potential taloning. Further from the ground and 

all that. :)  

 

Comment from rejoyce:   
How many patients do you estimate you've treated at WCV?  

Dr. Mirangler:  
Well, it would be an estimate...the WCV gets about 2500 patients/year, so maybe around half of 

them. I have been here for about 2 years, so about 2500, maybe up to 3000 of them.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oohhh, more than half the patients ... you know, being an achiever and all ...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well guys, we need to start wrapping things up ... just a couple more questions!  

 

Comment from katiesmom:   
Dr. Miranda, have you had to "create" an item to repair a critter during surgery and what was that 

item.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I love "ghetto" medicine. It comes up a lot when working with reptiles. I recently have a patient 

in the hospital, a box turtle, who came in with a GIANT abscess on its neck. I mean, 

GIANT. like a ping pong ball.  

 

Comment from jtct:   
Poor turtle!  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
After the abscess was removed, I had to do surgery to remove the capsule (bloodless tissue 

surrounding the abscess). then there was a large amount of sagging skin left over. So, i 

packed it with gauze, placed a few sutures so that i could tie a string like material over 

the wound and keep the gauze in, and then i used some additional gauze to trap the front 

limb inside the turtle's shell so that it couldn't rip the sutures out.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
ghetto medicine at its finest. Amanda will need to post pictures. It was so great. And the turtle is 

healing so well!  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
Ghetto medicine sounds very creative and that "on the spot" thinking is needed to do whatever is 

needed. I love that.  

 

Comment from jakermo:   
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Oh we would LOVE to see the pictures!!  

 

Comment from Randy @ Wildlife Center:   
Dr. Miranda, would you say that I am the GREATEST colleague, or the BEST?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hey!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(2nd)  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
LOL RANDY!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Can I have a few minutes to think about that?  

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:   
Giggles Randy!!  

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:   

Hi Randy.... :)  

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:  
Randy who? 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Just kidding Randy!! I am going to miss you so much! 

 

Comment from claudia:  
When is you last day at the Center 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The saddest day ever ... marked in BLACK on my calendar ... 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
My last full day is on the 29th of June. I will also be stopping by on July 2nd to say goodbye to 

everyone. 

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:  
Dr. M, did you ever have anything big and scary wake up unexpectedly from anesthesia? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh my goodness ... something comes to my mind, and I'm not even on the vet staff! 

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:  
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what? what??? 

 

Comment from katiesmom:  
BEAR?!?!?!?!?!?!?! 

 

Comment from Randy @ Wildlife Center:  
Was it Dr. Dave?? 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Yes...and it is funny now but definitely was a bit scary at the time. The bear who had the 

enucleation surgery was recovering with Dr. Adam and Julia, our diagnostic intern. It was 

taking a little while and just as I was coming in to ask if everything was okay, I hear Julia 

call my name that she needs help because the bear is awake. 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Amanda was in taking pictures and got wrangled in to help squish the bear to the table because 

not only did it wake up quickly, but it was bleeding like crazy from its eye incision 

(which is to be expected). So I ran in and we took the bear off of the table and it took Dr. 

Adam holding the neck, me holding the front limbs, and Amanda holding the back limbs 

to keep it down while Julia was holding pressure over the eye to stop the bleeding. 

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:  
So what'd you doooo?? 

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:  
OH MY!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
At this point, I called out to Dr. Dave to draw up some sedation medications for me which would 

"take the edge off" of the bear and allow it to relax enough to drop its blood pressure so 

that the bleeding would stop. That worked very well. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Meanwhile, we all laid on the floor on top of a bear for 10 minutes. 

 

Comment from jakermo:  
OMG, that is scary. 

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:  
What a sight that must have been! Wish we had a picture of that! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooohhhh, there are photos ... 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I'm not sure they are publishable. 
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Comment from Lora in FL:  
Oh my gosh....... 

 

Comment from Shaunna:  
Wheeww,huh??? wow 

 

 

Comment from claudia:  
Wow! That would have been scary to have a bear wakeup during surgery of at that point 

anything else. 

 

Comment from Lora in FL:  
Wow, Amanda become part of the vet staff that day! Sounds a little scary. 

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:  
Randy - LOL - was it Dr. Dave!!! :) 

 

Comment from tinksmom/MO:  
Remember Ed's BEAR story? Now, randy we have heard two, we need yours! 

 

Comment from Kerri in SD:  
Wish we had a picture of that! LOL! 

 

Comment from KathiC, Vestal, NY:  
AWEEE you got to hug a bear!!! 

 

Comment from Padio:  
Phew, gives new meaning to team work! 

 

Comment from Heidi in NH:  

Well, scary as that was, the picture of my mind of that made me laugh. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes-- it was very funny AFTER the fact! 

 

Comment from Me:  

Would you took the job at WCV, did you ever imagine that you would have such an international 

fan base? 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Not at all. On the job description it said I may talk to the media, but I never could have imagined 

all of this. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well guys ... I think we have to let Dr. Miranda get back to work -- she's got patients to see, after 

all! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We have two weeks left with Dr. Miranda here ... so you'll probably "see" her on the website (in 

stories) and on cam at least on Mondays during rounds ... 

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
Thank you to everyone...for everything. You have made me smile, laugh, cry, and be moved by 

how much you care for all of us here at the WCV. 

Dr. Mirangler:  
For those of you that can make it out to UC Davis, please stop by. I will be there at any hour of 

the day or night, I am sure. 

 

Comment from Texas Gal:  
waving bye with leaky eyes...thanks again!!! 

 

Comment from AnnetteWV:  
We love you Dr Miranda...and will miss you greatly!!! 

xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo 

 

Comment from caleb:  
Our 19 special needs kids are all waving and sending palm-kisses to Dr. Miranda! 

 

Comment from Debbie Maryland:  
Bye Miranda and Amanda! Good luck in your new job and life! You will certainly be missed. 

Thank you for all the good things you have been able to accomplish with US and the 

center 

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:  
Bye Dr. M Thank you so much for sharing your time with us and all of your knowledge and 

stories! We have been so fortunate to learn from you! Best of luck on your future and I 

can't bring myself to say farewell or goodbye so perhaps until paths cross again :) 

 

Comment from jakermo:  
We LOVE you Dr Mirangler!! 

 

Comment from moms43 in PA:  
I'm glad I didn't miss this chat! Thanks again Dr. M.! 

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:  
Thanks, Amanda, Randy, Dr. M and CN for today's fun and information!!! Guess MOST of us 

should get back to work!! Love you guys!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Comment from Randy @ Wildlife Center:  
Thank you, Dr. Miranda! From the bottom of my heart. 

 

Comment from Digz:  
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Bye Dr. M best to you in all your future adventures! You will be missed! 

 

Comment from moms43 in PA:  
Believe me, we have laughed, smiled, and cried as well! 

 

Comment from Aldyth:  
Thank you for deciding to make this your career and for all the critters where you have made 

such a difference. 

Comment from Anita in MD:  
Dr. M - it has definitely been my pleasure to have listened to your stories and wisdom. Thank 

you for taking the time out of your busy day to chat openly with us. You will be so 

missed! 

 

Comment from Nana, Suffolk, va:  
Thank you Dr Miranda! Good luck in Cali!! You are the best!!! 

 

Comment from bets in NJ:  
Thank you, Dr. Miranda, and best of luck to you! 

 

Comment from claudia:  
Oh Amanda. We just got started. Oh well if you say so, guess you can take her. Take care Dr. 

Miranda love you with big HUGS xoxoxoxoxooxoxox 

 

Comment from pbk:  
Thank you Dr. Miranda, we will miss you and think about you often. 

 

Comment from Denise:  
Bear hugs and eagle kisses to Dr. Miranda!! ♥♥ 

 

Comment from bj in UT:  
Thanks so much for everything, Dr. Miranda.... Happy Trails to you!!!! 

 

Comment from Lora in FL:  

Hugs and I wish you the very best, Dr. Miranda. Thanks for your giving heart and wonderful 

way about you that loves animals. God bless you. 

 

Comment from VA Kris:  
Thanks Dr. M for spending some time with us. Best of luck to you! We will all miss you terribly! 

 

Comment from susan in UT:  
Good luck at UC Davis and in your future life, you will be a marvelous teacher. Thank you, Dr 

Miranda! 

 

Comment from jtct:  
OK Amanda- We had our therapy for today Thank all of you! 
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Comment from Murph - WNC:  
Dr M, thanks for doing so much good on such a great team, and letting us ask you questions 

about it. I hope wherever you go, you will remember EN/CN and keep us up to date on 

the Exploits of the amazing Dr Mirangler! 

 

Comment from claudia:  
You are a STAR. Like everyone else there. 

 

Comment from ThumNail:  
Thank you Dr. M. For spent time with us. 

 

Comment from Shaunna:  
THANKS A TRILLION,DR. MIRANDA!andddd, Amanda:)Successful days ahead:) 

 

Comment from Hummingbird:  
I will be away your last day and most of July so I would like to wish you God Speed on your 

new journey and tell you that you will be soooo very missed. We have been blessed and 

enriched by getting to know you. Thank you. 

 

Comment from Linda K:  

Sounds like WCV is going to need a Kleenex supply. 

 

Comment from SAH:  
Got to get back to work now! Thanks got stopping by and chatting with us Dr. M! Great 

interview! Thanks again for all your hard work at WCV the past several years. I have 

learned a lot from you and your staff the past 14 months! You will be missed a lot here. 

Good luck at UC Davis and keep in touch!!! 

 

Comment from Klaere:  
Dr. Miranda, it was so nice meeting you at the open house. We discussed your moving to USC 

Davis, because we use to live in Sacramento and envy you for going there. The West 

Coast is beautiful. They are so lucky to get you. Have a safe and wonderful time, best 

wishes. 

 

Comment from tinksmom/MO:  
Best wishes to you Dr. Miranda! {{{hugs}}} 

 

Comment from donna in oh:  
Thank you so much Dr. Miranda and the best of luck to you. What an incredible future you are 

making for yourself!!! 

 

Comment from bj in UT:  
Dr. Miranda.... if you are driving and need a bed & shower on your way across the country, the 

door is always open here in SLC, UT ♥ 

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:  
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I will always remember when I met Dr. Miranda at the center the eve before the release of the 

Rock Stars and she and Amanda posed for a picture---first time I realized excatly why 

people called them the Miramanda sisters! The have the same smile, and are exactly the 

same height---I think they have wear the same size shoes! And I love them both. 

 

 

 

 

Comment from Pat, NJ:  
Thank you Dr. Miranda for your time with us today. As has been said, you will be sorely missed 

by all. We wish you the very best in your new adventure and hope it is all you want it to 

be and more. 

 

Comment from egghead:  
You're the best, Dr Miranda!! 

 

Comment from Shaunna:  
oh,,,that'd be a wonderful way for us to meet Dr.Rich! 

 

Comment from claudia:  
Wow! Your kitty is 20. She has a good life with you! 

 

Comment from katiesmom:  
That would be cool Dr. Miranda for your to introduce Dr. Rich. Help him to not be intimidated 

by us - :-) 

 

Comment from Reality:  
A heart-felt thank you and great appreciation for all you do. Thank you for being with us today. 

You definitely are going to be missed and thought of often You are the best! 

 

Comment from Jb Maberry:  
I also wanted to thank you, Dr. Mirangler, for all that you've done, for all the fantastic work. I 

wish you the absolute best, and much success wherever you go and whatever you do. 

You're so talented, and we're so appreciative of that. 

 

Comment from Trish D:  
Dr. M, I was in med field (humans) and have learned sooo much from you re the critters. I 

understand your passion for seeing great outcomes. No questions...just thank you so 

much and God bless you going forward. 

 

Comment from PennyNWilmingtonNC:  
Dr. Miranda, just a short note of Tremendous Thanks for all that you have done and will do on 

this earth to help our wildlife. That doesn't seem quite enough to say just "thanks" but we 

have been very blessed to have you at WCV and it is bittersweet that while we will miss 

you, the folks in California are certainly getting a very wonderful, caring and intelligent 

lady, and for that we all are thankful. God Bless you in your future endeavors. 
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Comment from Donna VA:  
I have a great idea Dr Miranda. Since you don’t like leaving your patients, stay until they are all 

healthy and released. 

 

 

 

 

Comment from susan in UT:   
Thank you so much for being here and for all that you do for wildlife, you will be greatly missed. 

My question, has there been an animal that you have asked to be the one to do the 

release?  

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:   
No question, just a comment. Of all the pictures of people and animals associated with WCV, my 

most bestest favoritest of all time is the picture of you release the Rock Star last year. The 

pure joy that was on your face as you let her go couldn't have expressed your love of 

wildlife better. i was so glad to see it on the financial report (or whatever it was). i think it 

sums up the feelings of all who are involved with WCV, CN included! Thanks so much 

for all you've done for our critters.  

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:   
Wow!! Giving blood between species!!! Never would have imagined that to be possible!! 

Wow....  

 

Comment from Leisa in Dallas GA:   
Hi Dr. M. I just wanted to say it's been a pleasure watching you work and learning from you 

through the chat. WCV was very lucky to have you and visa versa, best of luck to you 

and "phone home" once in awhile and let us know what you're doing out west!  

 

Comment from kentucky nana:   

Dr. Miranda, just another note of thanks for the great asset you are to WCV. We will surely miss 

you, and pray God's blessings on you as you continue to make a difference in the wildlife 

world!!  

 

Comment from gpig1990:   
Best wishes in all your future endeavors Dr. Miranda! I hope you will stop by the blog once in a 

while and let us know how you are doing. I think it's wonderful that you will be working 

with pet exotics in your residency. There is a real need for more vets with pet exotic 

experience. Hopefully, you will be able to educate many more if you end up teaching in 

the future.  

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:   
Am happy with your "down to earth" yet honest remarks on eye removal surgery... very easy for 

us non-pros to understand! Thank you! And, if I may, is a surgical air drill something a 

donations drive can purchase, or is it more of a work for grant expense?  
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Comment from rejoyce:   
Dr. M, we appreciate everything you have done for the critters at WCV! We will miss you so 

much, but we wish you well!!  

 

 

 

 

Comment from Shaunna:   
Dr.Miranda. I would just like to thank you for your dedication, abilities, attention to detail, and, 

of course, accomplishments! God bless you in your new journeys, and know you will be 

one of the most missed people of WCV!!  

 

Comment from Patti, CA:   
Hi Dr. Mirangler and EN! I live about 45 minutes west of UC Davis. Wow, it's really an honor to 

be accepted there. I must say I'm so excited they selected you and I wish you the very 

best. If you haven't been here, you'll be about an 1-2 hour drive from the coast and about 

the same from the gorgeous mountains. That's assuming you will have some spare time. 

Good luck Dr. M!  

 

Comment from kyle from Dallas:   
Hi Dr. Miranda. I just want to say "thank you" for everything you've done for all the critters at 

WCV and I wish you the best of luck in your new adventures!  

 

Comment from SB in NC:   
Well said Cathy.....leaky eyes!!!!  

 

Comment from katiesmom:   
Dr. Mirangler, I was at the release last summer and have a photo of you doing the release of NZ. 

And I echo the sentiments of all us EN/CN folks that we will miss you and will miss that 

wonderful smile! Thank you so much for the care that you have given to the animals - oh 

and for going out to chase the bear with the big stick!  

 

Comment from jakermo:   
And Dr Mirangler, I will always have that incredible autographed scrub shirt!! How lucky am !!  

 

Comment from moms43 in PA:   
Sounds like EN/CN needs to help get an Air Drill!  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
Cathy, that is so well said. I agree, Dr. Miranda.  

 

Comment from diane fl:   
Good luck and you will be missed and remembered always for all your hard work.  

 

Comment from VA Kris:   
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We all noticed your smile in the barn owl photo :)  

 

Comment from Yvonne from MN:   
Dr. Miranda, just want to wish you luck in the future. Enjoy California and that picture of you 

releasing NV is so wonderful. Pure joy! Will miss you Mirangling the eagels!  

 

 

 

Comment from Regina, IL:   
Dr. Mirangler, you are a very special/talented person and we will miss you. The best of luck in 

your future. Positive thoughts be with you.  

 

Comment from Martha:   
Just want to wish Dr M the best!!! And thank you for ALL your work! we are going to miss you 

big time!! Please keep in touch with EN/CN  

 

Comment from Mary Ann:   
Dr. M, you are so special to us...please keep in touch with EN/CN & keep us up to date on 

how/what you are doing. We will miss you very much. Best of luck to you in everything 

you do.  

 

Comment from Diane in Waterloo, Ont.:   
Dr. Miranda. One of my favourite pictures taken this year was of you releasing the eagle. There 

was pure joy on your face.  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
We know you are a smart cookie, and I'm so glad you are using that intelligence for the good of 

wildlife. God bless you and keep you safe and successful in your new endeavour. :)  

 

Comment from Debbie Maryland:   
Hi Dr. Miranda. I just wanted to say how much you will be missed. I'm sure you already know 

that, but it's still nice to hear. I also wanted to wish you well in your new position and 

life. You've done a wonderful job at WCV ! Have a wonderful day everyone !  

 

Comment from Heidi in NH:   
Dr. Miranda, thank you for the time you have been at WCV, and yes, the "human-animal bond 

"is so to be treasured. It is reflected in every action that we have had the pleasure to 

witness, or learn of, in your practice at WCV. Many blessings in all your future 

endeavors. Thank you.  

 

Comment from Shelley, SB. Calif:   
Dr. Miranda, Sorry you will be leaving WCV and the critter nation. We've all enjoyed watching 

you catch these spectacular birds. You are simply amazing with all the surgeries you've 

performed and helped save so many critters. Would love to try and visit you at UC Davis 

sometime when I'm up there visiting relatives in Santa Cruz!  
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Comment from ThumNail:   
Opps!!!! Dr. M. I meant I am so glad that you will be teaching about exotic animal. Sorry.  

 

Comment from LeeAnn:   
UC Davis has no idea what's coming! :) I'm proud to have you in my neck of the woods, Dr. 

Miranda...at least for 3 years.  

 

 

Comment from Tiff in TN:   

Dr M you are the Wonder Woman of all wildlife!!!! You will be greatly missed by all!!!!  

 

Comment from moms43 in PA:   
Hi Dr. Miranda! Thank you for taking the time for a last chat with us!  

 

Comment from Janis:   
Hi Dr. Mirwrangler, I want to thank you for your service at WCV. Sorry to see you go, but know 

you'll have exciting new challenges!  

 

Comment from lesley uk:   
Miranda, Thank you for all you have done here at WCV and thank you for all you are about to 

do - ALL BEST WISHES - have a very Happy Future. BUT please keep in touch!  

 

Comment from Janis:   
Clapping hands big time that you will stay with wildlife!  

 

Comment from Susan in KY:   
Thanks for all your good work and humor, Dr. M !!! If you get a chance, there is a wonderful vet 

named Rosskopf who has an avian and exotic animal hospital in So. Calif. Think he 

might be nationally known . . . .  

 

Comment from Teegie:   
I just want to say Thank You to Dr. Miranda and best of everything as you move on. We will 

miss you as will the WCV.  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
See, there you all go again. Making me cry...  

 

Comment from jakermo:   
Dr Miranda, I will never forget meeting you in the fields after THE ROCK STAR RELEASE. It 

was after the NX event and you guys had finally caught her and decided to take her back 

to WCV. We were all crying, etc, and you were nice enough to let us hug you for all you 

did!!  

 

Comment from Diane in Waterloo, Ont.:   
Hi Dr. M from your Canadian friends. I do hope you have your dream job in California and that 

you will keep EN/CN in your mind and heart. We certainly will miss you. ♥♥♥  
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Comment from Doris:   
Hi Dr Miranda, we are going to miss you, thank you for all you've done at WCV!!!  

 

Comment from Linda K:   
Dr. Mirangler I wanted to wish you best of luck in your new adventure. Thank you so much for 

all you have to help our critters. Please stay in touch and let us know how you are doing. 

We will really miss you.  

Comment from rejoyce:   
I love your owl too!!  

 

Comment from Lora in NE Ohio:   
Hi Dr M. Please don't forget us. We will never forget you. Best of everything to you  

 

Comment from Janis:   
That frog had to be a challenge!  

 

Comment from Teri in TX:   
Dr. Miranda! i don't have a question, just a suggestion: PLEASE DON'T GO! :( You will be so 

very missed!  

 

Comment from Gwen in L.A.:   
Hi Dr. Mirangler. I just want to say a huge thank you for your time and work at WCV. And 

please keep your nickname, it is wonderful.  

 

Comment from Doris:   
In the pic of Dr M's first surgery, you can see the wooden egg in the rad behind her.....cool!!!  

 

Comment from Lynne Wert:   
We sure are going to miss you and your caring, skill, and teaching... not to mention your JOY! 

Want to wish you many many more years of learning, doing, and teaching folk to love 

and respect our wild creatures and their care! The next folks to "have you" sure are 

getting s GEM!! Best wishes always!! The picture of you that stays with me is your JOY 

at releasing one of "our" trio at the release last July... that, and your "feisty" pose!!! :)  

 

Comment from dancelady:   
I am amazed at all your talents, even some you probably didn't think about beforehand -- it is the 

catchup of the raptors that is so awesome to me, I hope in CA that you will still be 

demonstrating the raptor catch to all who see you. You have some incredible skills, and 

the perseverance to learn it better all the time. Thank you so much from us all!!  

 

Comment from tinksmom/MO:   
Dr. Miranda, Wishing you all the best with your new venture. Be happy, be safe and have the 

best time of your life!  

 

Comment from JEN CT:   
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Dr. Miranda will you have Moderator rights??? LOL. Good luck!  

 

Comment from Jackie in CA:   
Good morning MVK and EN/CN. I'm happy that Dr. M is coming to the Left Coast. UC Davis is 

a great school and is so lucky to have her!  

 

 

 

Comment from Nadine - UP, WA:   

Dr Miranda - Thank you for taking such good care of NX and all the patients. It must be 

rewarding to see them be set free again after surgery and healing. Thank you and the best 

of luck in CA. Don't forget that pink shirt you got for your birthday. It will come in 

handy now that you are heading to CA.  

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:   
You’re one of WCV's shining stars. We’ll miss you so much!!!  

 

Comment from KathiC, Vestal, NY:   
Bye Dr. Miranda. Best of everything to you  

 

Comment from Sue in Norfolk:   
Thank you for everything Dr Miranda!  

 

Comment from dancelady:   
Wishing you the very best of luck at UC Davis and know that we all love you so much!  

 

Comment from Carolina Girl:   
Thanks Dr. M!!!!! Go with our love!!  

 

Comment from Lora in NE Ohio:   
Bye Dr M. Thanks for all you do for critters  

 

Comment from GT from Danvers, Ma:   

Good luck, we will miss you.  

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:   
Hope Dr. Mirangler is well stocked with Bruno's Nippy Peppers for the trip!  

 

Comment from Jennie NJ:   
Good luck Dr. M. You will be missed by so many!!! You will have success wherever you go!!!!  

 

Comment from Kerri in SD:   
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you. God bless you as you enter your new chapter in life. Please 

check in every now and again because you know how we "worry" when there are no 

check ins!  
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Comment from moms43 in PA:   
I have no doubt I'll hear your name in the future ... maybe a magazine article, TV, whatever, and 

I will say .. That's Dr.. Mirangler! I knew her when ....  

 

Comment from Barb in Reno, NV:   
Wishing you a safe journey to California! I hope to be able to meet you in person, Sacramento is 

really close! We'll always remember you for all the wonderful things you've done and 

things you’re going to do!! ;)  

Comment from Shaunna:   
Okay, I must be going also..Dr. Miranda,,they do have computers in Ca., I know they do, so tune 

in and chat in your "spare time":) God bless.  

 

Comment from Sandy from Yorktown:   
I'm crying too!!!  

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:   
Awww--jakermo--now you and Mirangler are both making me cry....  

 

Comment from claudia:   
i want to wish you the VERY BEST in what you do. and keep in touch so we all know how you 

are doing. i know that they will all miss you there, after 2 years you are like family. haha 

you are all funny, your all number 1 to all of us.  

 

Comment from Texas Gal:   
Last day=sad day :(  

 

Comment from Anne in NoVa:   
We’ll all have to wear black armbands on that day :o(  

 

Comment from Lois from Bath, NY:   
Hey, you and Randy made a great team at the opens house after Eagle fest.  

 

Comment from Abby:   
Bye Dr Miranda  

 

Dr. Mirangler:  
I do love my pink shirt and I can't wait to buy Bruno's in the grocery store. :)  

 

Comment from lindavavb:   
Dr. Miranda....Good luck to you in all your future endeavors. You are a pleasure and an 

inspiration  

 

Comment from Anastasia from CO:   
Like all "releases" this one (Dr Mirangler's) will be the hardest one!!! She is too precious and 

will be missed by all I am sure but she will "soar" free!!! Come back sometimes to say 

hi!!! Good luck on all your future endeavors!!!  
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Comment from tinksmom/MO:   
Me..I don't think anyone at WCV thought they would become overnight sensations!!!!  

 

Comment from dj:   

Thanks for spending time with us Dr. M!!! We'll be watching for you on the cam. {waving}  

 

 

Comment from dj:   
We love all of you at WCV and care for each of you personally. Take care....  

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:   
Amanda--how wet is your keyboard by now?  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
Crying here too.........  

 

Comment from Teri in TX:   
oh my goodness, my eyes are leaking at work. I’ve never even met you people in person, but i 

just love y’all dearly. Many prayers being lifted for "our" Dr. Mirangler.  

 

Comment from Lora in FL:   
Maybe Abby will follow in your footsteps.....  

 

Comment from susan in UT:   
Oh, and could you leave us your phone number in case an eaglet falls from its nest at night? 

Good luck, be safe, be happy special one.  

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:   
Amanda and Randy---could you at least fit her with a transmitter?  

 

Comment from Mary Ann:   
Dr. M, thanks for taking the time today to visit with us. Best of luck in all that you do in the 

future.  

 

Comment from tinksmom/MO:   
The release of NZ and that smile is priceless! :)  

 

Comment from claudia:   
Hi Dr. Miranda. just got on. Glad you will be here for a bit. We will all miss you.  

 

Comment from Shaunna:   
...the picture of you, Dr.Miranda,sitting like an eagle:):)  

 

Comment from dancelady:   
That one was awesome, and we love the Annual Report with Dr. M on the back!  
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Comment from MH in SC:   
Dr. Miranda...happiness to you and good luck at UC Davis and achieving your goals, as well to 

attain a teaching position in the future. I have enjoyed "knowing" you at WCV and look 

forward to hearing from you occasionally on this chat. I think in our hearts, and in our 

"second lives" we live through your efforts in saving wildlife and are better stewards for 

that.  

 

Comment from Stephen in NC:   
I think that was a milestone moment for us all, Dr. Miranda. That wonderful smile says it all. I 

get teary every time I even THINK of it, much less see it. You owe me half a case of 

Kleenex.  

 

Comment from Jackie in CA:   
Dr. Mirangler, you were so kind to me at the May 6th Open House. Thanks! Also, while I will 

miss you being here, I'm happy that you will be joining us on the West Coast! I might 

plan a day trip to visit you at UCDavis!  

 

Comment from Cheryl NY:   
May God bless & protect you, Dr. M., in your travels and endeavors to make this world a better 

place.  

 

Comment from Teri in TX:   
Dr. M--you will forever be ingrained in our minds with that beautiful smile, releasing our girl!  
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Comment from ThumNail:  
I will never forget your beautiful smile....ever. 

 

Comment from egghad:  
LOVE the bird-pose picture....you should use it for your Christmas cards!! lol 

 

Comment from janeinstpetefl:  
Dr, M, You are not the only one crying and I haven't even had the pleasure of meeting you. 

 

Comment from Linda in Vermont:  

So long, Dr. M. Oh how we will miss you. You'll do great things, of that we are sure. 

 

Comment from janeinstpetefl:  
Oops, sent too soon. Wishing you the very best for a most special, kind and loving lady. Okay, 

getting another kleenex....sigh. 

 

Comment from Sue - SC:  
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Dr. Mirangler - Good Luck at UC Davis - how lucky the left coast is to be gaining you in their 

time zone!!! Much happiness and thank you for everything 

 

Comment from tinksmom/MO:  

Thank you Amanda for the opportunity to chat with Dr. M. I know you and WCV will miss her 

as much as EN will. 

 

Comment from KathiC, Vestal, NY:  
Make sure WCV gives you a pair of Raptor gloves and safety glasses. We want to protect you!! 

 

Comment from Angie in Missouri:  
Best wishes to Dr. Miranda. We truly will miss you, your expertise, your radiant smile, your 

kindness. I hope you can visit sometimes with us if your work will permit. You will carry 

EN with you to California, we will keep you in our hearts forever, you made an ever 

lasting impression. Good work, Doctor, bet wishes as you continue on your journey. 

 

Comment from Anita in MD:  
Dr. M - after reading all these, one thing is very apparent. You have made a difference in so 

many lives here at WCV and EN/CN. Some strive to make a difference in one or two 

lives. You have made a difference in hundreds of lives by doing what you do best. Be 

proud, Dr. Miranda....we are different because of you and the knowledge you have 

charged us with. Adieu. 

 

Comment from MH in SC:  
Just made purchases and donation.....donate button works in upstate SC 

 

Comment from Pataz, Phoenix Az:  
Dr. Miranda, With much appreciation for you and your commitment to make the world a better 

place, I wish you continued success in your personal mission! Continue to be a role 

model for all you encounter but especially for young women! Go forth and continue to 

smile, enjoy your new place out here in the West and know you will be in our thoughts 

and always a special memory. How much is an air drill? 

 

Comment from Shepherd:  

I’m not sure Amanda is very happy to lose her twin. Bye Mir :( *tears* 

 

Comment from Lisa/NJ:  
Great stuff from the Dr M session. Many many happy trails to her. 

 

Comment from Susan in KY:  
Regina, I hope you meant to type that the "boss/brother is in trial" not ON TRIAL LOL -- I work 

for lawyers too !!! 

 

Comment from Phyl in Indiana:  
Regina/Susan I had the same hope of "in" trial, I too work for lawyers!! 
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Comment from Regina, IL:  
LOL Susan, in trial, I guess, we always say on trial but I know it always sounds funny. Did we 

ever find out how much that "air drill" costs anyone. 

 

Comment from Sue in Norfolk:  
I wish I had this much energy! LOL 

 

Comment from caleb:  
Regina, our 19 special needs kids want to know about cost of air drill as well. If Dr. Miranda 

says it is tragic to lose it, we need to get another! 

 

Comment from MH in SC:  
Regina, IL....an air drill is quite big bucks as need to be made to surgical specs (316L), but no 

one has said a price. I went on line after Dr. Miranda's session and bought merchandise 

and made an additional donation.......maybe a lot of other people can make a $10 or 

$20......with several thousand of us on this blog, that would help a lot. 

 

Comment from Me in Va:  
Look at the scrolling updates....Amanda added the "case load"! 

 

Comment from Leisa in Dallas GA:  
Just ordered my Buddy Tote! I like to wait till the last minute :) 

 

Comment from Mardie in Seattle:  
I'm with Leisa, I just ordered my last-minute Buddy Tote! 

 

Comment from caleb:  
Good idea, MH. Every little contribution helps. Our 19 special needs kids want to give up their 

lunch monies for a day and donate for air drill. 

 

 

 

 


